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Abstract—Taxis play an important role in offering comfortable and flexible service within Singapore's public transport system. Due to the inherent randomness in taxi service system, many taxi companies still rely on the drivers' experience to seek passengers. Today, Singapore's five taxi companies now use some form of wireless and GPS (Global Position System) satellite to track taxis traveling in urban area. GPS-equipped taxis can be viewed as ubiquitous mobile sensors which enable us to collect large amounts of location traces of individuals or objects. In this paper, we first investigate the characteristics of travel behavior of urban population. Next, a taxi business intelligence system is proposed to explore the massive transportation data based on spatial-temporal data mining techniques. Furthermore, various taxi business models are created to make comprehensive analysis on taxi business problems. Finally, the value of the taxi business intelligence system is demonstrated by applying it to some real-world scenarios. Results show that this system can significantly improve the quality of taxi services.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Taxis play an important role in offering a comfortable and flexible service within Singapore's public transport system. However, customers and taxi drivers sometimes experience frustration while seeking taxis and passengers respectively. For example, taxis may be waiting at a vacant stand while customers may be queuing in vain elsewhere. This problem has baffled taxi service ever since it existed [1].

Today, Singapore's taxis have been equipped with GPS receiver and some form of wireless communication device, in order to report its location to taxi monitoring control center [2]. The in-vehicle telematics device builds a location record, including vehicle ID, timestamp, speed, operation status, longitude and latitude. The status field indicates the current operation information of the taxi, specifying whether the taxi is carrying a passenger or empty. In the taxi monitoring control center, location records are not discarded but are being accumulated, since those data have much information on the movement history of each vehicle, taxi service time, dispatch performance, and so on [3]. Accordingly, it provide us with an unprecedented opportunity to automatically extract useful knowledge, which in turn deliver intelligence for real-time decision making in various fields, such as location recommendations, online taxi booking services and taxi business management.

In this paper, the characteristics of travel behavior of urban population are first analyzed to build a spatial-temporal description of potential customers. Second, a framework of intelligent taxi business system is proposed to explore the large-scale transportation datasets, and to extract the value-added information. Definitely, it can be used as guidance for reducing inefficiencies in fuel consumption of transportation sectors, improving customer satisfaction, and business performance. For example, “we can estimate the waiting time distribution and pick-up location pattern in a specific place at a specific time instant, hence systematically recommends the waiting spot to the driver of a currently empty taxi” [4]. Finally, the application examples are designed to show how to improve customers’ satisfaction and drivers’ performance by using taxi business models and real-time traffic data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The characteristics of urban population travel behavior are analyzed in Section II; the component of taxi business intelligence system is introduced and discussed in Section III; in Section IV, we demonstrate the value of our system by applying it to some real-world scenarios; finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. TRAVEL BEHAVIOR CHARACTERISTICS

A. Spatial Characteristics

Diverse activities in urban area led to the development of different functional space within the urban area. Urban population lives and works in these spaces, whose spatial characteristic can be expressed by its spatial location. Daily travel activities always happen between different functional spaces. To some degree, urban functional space distribution determines the spatial characteristics of urban population travel behavior characteristics [6].

Singapore is an island-city state in Southeast Asia. About 5 million people live and work within 700 square kilometers. The city can be divided into five regions, as shown in Fig. [7].

- Central region contains most of the high-rise office buildings and main commercial centre in the city, such as Orchard Road, Singapore’s main retail shopping district. Generally, there has a high density of taxi passengers, as well as a high density of taxis [2].

- Other four regions include most of Singapore’s public housing and industrial estates. These four regions have a low density of taxi passengers and a low density of taxis as well [7][8].

B. Temporal Characteristics

Taxi demands vary dynamically over time, as shown in Fig. 2 that indicates the pick-up frequency distribution of one thousand taxis which were selected at random. The demand histogram typically have a pronounced peak in office hour start time, and a more elongated peak in office hour end time, with demand slowly tapering out into the daytime, night, and the dawn.

In addition, in different regions the temporal characteristics of taxi demand are very different. For example, city hall has many pick-ups especially in the night time, namely, from 9 PM to 5 AM of next day. During this period, there is no public bus transportation, but city hall area still gathers many people. Oppositely, airport area has high pick-up ratio during the airplane arrival and departure time [2][20].

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Extracting value-added information from large-scale transportation datasets is not a trivial task. Conventional data analytic tools are usually not customized for handling large, complex, dynamic, and distributed nature of traffic information. Thus, an integrated information processing and analyzing platform has been designed to help taxi companies to improve their business performances by understanding the behaviors of both drivers and customers. These procedures can be divided into three layers: data layer, pattern discovery and modeling layer, and decision layer, as shown in Fig. 3[9][10].
A. Data Layer

- Taxi location data is automatically collected by telematics systems equipped by taxis. Raw taxi locations are filtered, classified and integrated into some form of database, and then they can be conveniently accessed by researchers.

- GIS-T (Geography Information System - Transportation) [12] fundamental data provides all of the road information, land use information, traffic zone information, and facility information. Through GIS-T fundamental data, the spatial analysis is done by converting latitude and longitude to street address and modeling mobility patterns of taxis.

- Other data sources include passenger survey results, taxi driver survey results, etc. Based on this information, we evaluate our system and adjust the operational settings.

B. Pattern Discovery And Modeling Layer

- Spatial-Temporal data mining is the core function of pattern discovery and modeling layer, it can offer different types of analysis models for different purposes, processing, analyzing and gaining various thematic data. The spatial-temporal data mining process usually consists of three phases: (1) pre-processing or data preparation; (2) modeling and validation; and (3) post-processing or deployment [13]. During the first phase, the raw data collected from ubiquitous mobile sensors is cleaned and organized for the mining stage. Some of data received from taxis contains noise and missing values caused by malfunction of the GPS unit or transmission problems, a data cleaning must be performed to identify and remove these data to assure the data quality. On the other hand, because the expected traffic daily models are different in different regions. Public holidays also have unique traffic patterns. A categorization is needed to separate the traffic data into different datasets. The second phase consists of association analysis, cluster analysis and data classifications, creating different analytical patterns that accurately describe the taxi business. Widely-used algorithms are available in software packages like WEKA [10], also being used for this research. For example, k-means algorithm can be used to group spatial-temporally similar pick-up and drop-off points as interests to these areas vary throughout time of the day, day of the week, and even seasons of the year. The third phase consists of using the model, evaluated and validated in the second phase, to effectively study the application behavior [14][15].

- Passenger pick-up pattern classification is one of the most basic and useful analyses for taxi business. The analysis begins with the extraction of pick-up record from the raw transportation data. “This step inevitably has to handle a large amount of data from the widely distributed area over a long time interval. Then, spatial-temporal grouping is needed, as the different area has the different traffic pattern due to the uniqueness of facilities and road segment distribution. Within an area, it is desirable to make a further refined cluster to be able to design a taxi location recommendation system” [3][16].

- Customer waiting time model and empty taxi ratio model are very important indicators of evaluating taxi service quality, service capabilities and customer satisfaction. From a taxi driver’s point of view, an efficient taxi system is one in which his or her taxi is never empty. By contrast, a customer’s idea of an efficient taxi system is one that delivers an empty taxi to his or her location at the instant one is desired. Obviously these goals are in conflict [17]. Taxi operators need to study the relationship between taxi demand and supply, and balance the interests of these two stakeholder groups while running an efficient and profitable taxi business.

- Driver performance model is the model that represents the indicators of taxi drivers’ service capability and work efficiency. This model is related to driving hours, occupancy rates and fee achievement. Based on this model, successful taxi drivers can be separated from other drivers, and efficient business knowledge can be extracted from the historical data of successful taxi drivers for helping other taxi drivers to improve their business performances.

- Real-time taxi distribution information is usually regarded as an indicator of taxi supply ability in different regions. To describe taxi distribution, the urban area has been divided into some grids. Through statistical analysis on taxi spatial density in each grid, the real-time distribution of empty taxis can be obtained. This information will play an important role in taxi location recommendation and taxi business management [18][19].

C. Decision Layer

- Taxi location recommendation function is very important for the improvement of taxi drivers’ performance. After estimating the waiting time distribution and pick-up location pattern, this recommender provides empty taxi drivers with some locations, towards which they are more likely to pick up passengers quickly and minimize the empty taxi ratio [21][22][23].

- Online taxi booking service function is different from most of the current taxi booking system. This service can be performed by customer’s mobile devices with GPS capability. Once a customer starts a taxi booking process, his or her accurate location will be transmitted to the taxi monitoring control center. Then a taxi with the shortest-time path can be found and dispatched by this system. Online taxi booking system minimize the misunderstanding between taxi drivers and customers, and improve customer satisfaction by reducing taxi waiting time and visualizing the approaching taxi on map.
Efficient taxi business management is essential for the provision of quality customer service and achievement of high business profit. Taxi business intelligence system can produce various types of taxi business analyses results, which help the manager to make right decisions.

IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

The stakeholders of the proposed solution are primarily taxi drivers, customers, and taxi operators. Three examples are designed to demonstrate the value of the taxi business intelligence system by applying it to some real-world scenarios [24][25][26][27][28].

A. Example 1: Looking for customers

Alex is either a new taxi driver or someone who has been in this line of work for years. Alex has just completed a trip and the taxi is currently empty. Alex sends a request to the taxi business intelligence system to provide a sense of where he could go. The taxi business intelligence system starts the location recommendation function immediately. This procedure is described by Fig. 4.

First, the location information of the empty taxi must be analyzed based on waiting customers’ location information. If the system find that this taxi is the nearest one to a customer, then it informs Alex that there is currently a customer waiting at location X for a taxi and asks if Alex is committed to pick up this customer. If so, the customer is informed of the taxi number. If there is no customer in the vicinity, the system informs Alex of one-three possible locations with various likelihoods of finding customers based on spatial-temporal analytics results performed in the background. In addition, Alex can access location-based mapping and routing, which results in the minimal driving distance before the pick-up event. With the help of the location recommendation system, Alex is now able to make a more informed decision as to where to go next, and his income is increasing at the same time [29].

B. Example 2: Looking for a taxi

Cindy likes to take a taxi home after shopping. She needs a taxi now. She uses her mobile device to connect to online taxi booking services. Then, the system looks for a committed taxi driver and informs Cindy of the taxi number and estimated waiting time. Cindy is able to use her mobile device to visualize and track the route of the impending taxi approaching her, as shown in Fig. 5.

This function minimizes the misunderstanding between taxi drivers and customers, and improves customer satisfaction by reducing taxi waiting time and visualizing the impending taxi approaching on map.

C. Example 3: Taxi Business Management

The taxi business intelligence system provides a collection of analytical models and thematic information which a taxi company manager may invoke to make all kinds of decisions, such as taxi requirements measurement, high performance taxi driver selection and real-time taxi business monitor [32][33].

- Accurately taxi requirements measurement is very important for perfectly balancing taxi supplies and demands. The taxi business intelligence system can provide statistical analysis results on customers’ waiting time and empty taxi ratio. With this...
information support, the manager can forecast the additional taxi demands.

- High performance taxi drivers are the most precious wealth of taxi companies, who typically have higher customer occupancy rates and lower fuel consumption rates. The taxi business intelligence system can help the manager select high performance drivers and extracting successful business knowledge for helping other taxi drivers to improve their business performances.

- Real-time taxi business monitoring is essential for the provision of quality taxi services. It can help the manager to deal with all kinds of emergencies by adjusting the operational settings of the taxi business intelligence system. The most typical emergency is unexpected huge amount of taxi demands after a large-scale concert.

As future work, we are planning to obtain more taxi transportation data and mine more taxi business knowledge from it. In addition, in order to adapt to the cloud computing trend, this system will be performed on cloud platform.
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